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Learning Objectives
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Learning Objectives
 To understand how DCA creates a more conformal
dose distribution compared to AP/PA, opposed laterals
or other simple beam arrangements
 To understand how to set fields and utilize dynamic
conformal arcs in treatment planning
 To understand when this technique is most ideal and
for which set of patients
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Dynamic Conformal
Arcs
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Dynamic Conformal Arcs
 Dynamic conformal arcs (DCA) are beams that use MLCs
to shape the field to the selected target while the gantry
delivers dose moving continuously around the patient
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DCA con’t
 Utilizing a dynamic conformal arc in addition to a typical
2D/3D beam arrangement can produce a more conformal
plan and reduce the dose to normal tissues
 By selecting the fit and shield option when shaping the
field, the MLCs can be set to avoid a specific organ or
area of interest such as
 Scars
 Pacemakers
 Open wounds
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Utilizing DCA on
2D and 3D
Treatment Plans
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Why use DCA
 DCA beams can be very useful in shaping the high dose
radiation to the PTV for palliative or urgent start patients
 Since the MLCs can be fit to a selected target using
forward planning and no optimization or modulation of
the dose is taking place, the plans are delivered and
billed as 3D conformal
 The arcs are easy to create and do not significantly
increase planning time which can be a factor in the
treatment of urgent start patients
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When to use DCA
 Urgent cases that need to start treatment the same day
as they were CT simulated need to be planned 2D or 3D
at our institution
 Current department policy specifies that we perform
patient specific QA on every IMRT or VMAT plan a
minimum of one day before the patient arrives for
verification simulation or the start of treatment
 To start patients the same day they are simulated, we
often use DCA to help spare normal structures and keep
high dose conformal to the target
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When to use DCA
 If a patient’s insurance company denies the use of IMRT
or VMAT treatment, we can create plans utilizing DCA to
create more conformal dose distributions while still
treating 3D conformal
 Palliative cases where the physician needs to spare
surrounding tissue such as bowel or an area of interest
such as a pacemaker, we use DCA beams to keep dose
conformal to the target
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How we use DCA
 For many patients we have found the most ideal beam
arrangement is two static fields and a DCA between the
two fields to conform the high dose
 The static fields have MLCs fit to the target with
collimator rotated to 90 degrees to utilize electronic
dynamic wedges
 The arc field can be rotated to the collimator angle that
best conforms the MLCs to the target
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Considerations
 Many palliative conformal treatments use two or three
beams to deliver dose quickly in an effort to reduce the
time on the treatment couch for a variety of reasons
 However, there is limited conformity of the high dose to
the target. It is often more beneficial to have a more
conformal dose distribution without adding unnecessary
time on the treatment table for the patient
 By using two static fields and a dynamic arc in between,
the gantry often has to rotate around anyway so it does
not add significant treatment time for the patient
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Considerations
 Some treatment machines only have two photon energies
available for treatment (i.e. 6MV and 18MV), but often a
treatment plan would benefit from having an intermediate
energy (i.e. 10MV)
 The dosimetrist can create a plan that combines those
available energies to create a dose distribution that would
be similar to one achieved with an intermediate energy
 Example case study to follow
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Imaging requirements
 Treatment ports are taken on the first day to verify MLC
positions on the static fields and the therapists are
vigilant during the delivery of the dynamic arc field to
ensure the MLCs are moving as planned
 For alignment each day or three days per week the
therapists take orthogonal pair imaging or CBCT to
ensure the patient is in the correct position
 The immobilization for these patients does not vary; our
department uses masks, vacuum bags, wing boards, and
knee sponges for reproducibility and patient comfort
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Case Study #1
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Case study #1
 Patient with multiple rib metastases from high grade
neuroendocrine carcinoma (thought to be large cell) of
the lung. Stage IVA (cT3N2M1a)
 Rib mets located on the 2-3rd rib and 7th rib
 Prescription: 3Gy x 10 fractions to each PTV
 Tried to plan as Single Isocenter Multi-Target but plans
looked best as separate isocenters
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Treated volumes
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Treated plan sum, superior isocenter:
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Treated plan sum, inferior isocenter:
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Plans
 Superior plan:
 RAO field (345), collimator 90, EDW15 OUT with MLCs
 DCA G330-195 CCW, collimator 0, with MLCs
 PA field (180E), collimator 90, EDW15 IN with MLCs
 10MV energy on all fields
 Inferior plan:
 RAO field (340), collimator 90, EDW15 OUT with MLCs
 DCA G325-181 CCW, collimator 0, with MLCs
 LPO field (160), collimator 90, EDW15 IN with MLCs
 10MV energy on all fields
 Weighting: typically start with static fields weighted 0.3 each, DCA
field 0.4 and adjust based on tumor size/shape
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Comparison plan: SIMT tangents with DCA
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Comparison
 SIMT plan with DCA
beam:
 Relatively quick
treatment time for the
patient
 But low dose not well
controlled between
the two PTVs
 Collimator angle
needed for the EDW
is not ideal
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Comparison plan: SIMT tangents only
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Comparison
 SIMT plan with tangents only
 Low dose is well controlled between two PTVs
 But tangents give less high dose conformity to targets
without the DCA beam

 Physician decided to treat with two isocenter plan
utilizing tangents with DCA beam on each plan because
of the more conformal dose distribution
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Case Study #2
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Case study #2
 Patient with history of stage IIIC left breast cancer now with
metastatic disease with painful bony mets in lumbar spine,
sacrum and right ischium
 Prescription: 3Gy x 10 fractions to each PTV
 Ideal beam arrangements for each site required three
separate isocenters, half beam blocked at L spine and
sacrum plans
 Pt was treated at our satellite center which only had 6x and
15x energies available at the time so each plan utilizes a
mix of these energies with static fields and a DCA beam
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Treated volumes
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Treated volumes
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Lumbar plan
Static fields: RPO and
LPO with 60 degree
EDWs, and a DCA
beam from 200-160 to
help conform high
dose and decrease
anterior dose in bowel
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Sacrum plan
The ideal beam arrangement
is PA, RL + LL static fields
with a full DCA beam to
conform high dose. Half
beam block avoids overlap
with L1-5 PTV
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Rt Ischium plan
Avoiding bladder and
rectum with LAO and
RPO while using DCA
beam kept high doses
conformed to target
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Plan Sum
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Plan sum DVH
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Comparison plan - Lumbar
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Comparison – Sacrum
Bowel dose is still
relatively low but the
high dose is more
conformal with the DCA
plan compared to this 3
field plan
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Comparison –
Rt ischium
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Case Study #3
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Case study #3
 Patient was an urgent simulation and start the same
night
 Presented with newly diagnosed anaplastic thyroid
cancer with lung metastasis requiring urgent start
 Prescription was originally 30Gy in 10 fractions
 However after 8 fractions the patient was responding well
to treatment and physician changed course from a
palliative intent to definitive treatment.
 Replanned to give 50.4Gy in 28 fractions to new
volumes, now HN and chest, in addition to 24Gy (8fx) of
original plan
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Original volumes
The tumor was pressing on the
patient’s airway and growing
rapidly. The spinal cord was
very close to the volume
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Original plan
AP static field with RF, single full arc DCA beam (90% weight)
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Cord dose if plan had been AP/PA
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Replan volumes
New volumes included HN
nodes, replan was created to
limit spinal cord dose to
tolerance and deliver 5040cGy
to new PTV
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HN_Chest plan to 50.4Gy
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Total plan sum

0.03cc of SpinalCord_05 received 49.9Gy on plan sum
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Case Study #4
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Case study #4
 Patient with metastatic prostate adenocarcinoma to left
lung/chestwall
 Prescription: 5Gy x 5 fractions
 Patient has pacemaker located very close to treatment
volume
 Treatment intent was palliative for pain control, insurance
company denied IMRT
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Treated volumes
Volume is very close to the
pacemaker, just inferior and
close to overlapping with
Pacemaker+2cm volume
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Fields
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Treated plan
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Comparison plan
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Pacemaker dose on treated plan
 Estimated in TPS:

 Actual readings from OSLs
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Case Study #5
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Case study #5
 Patient with metastatic melanoma to multiple sites
 This plan is treating two bone mets in the hip that are
very close to each other, the PTVs overlap
 Prescription: 5Gy x 5 fractions to PTV_Pelvis_Total
 Planned using single isocenter, two static fields with DCA
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Treated volumes
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Treated plan
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Comparison plan: Tangents
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Comparison plan: AP/PA
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Physician requested to limit small
bowel dose and approved DCA
plan
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 Many patients whose insurance did not cover
IMRT or whose treatments had to start
urgently are planned utilizing DCA beams
 The goal is to create a more conformal dose
distribution around the target and minimize
dose to critical surrounding tissues while still
maintaining reasonable planning & treatment
times
 Not every patient will benefit from DCA, each
patient warrants a unique plan. Sometimes I
show physician two plans to compare and
they decide on the AP/PA or tangents plan
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Thank You!
Contact Information:
Catherine Cadieux, CMD
catherine.cadieux@osumc.edu

To learn more about Ohio State’s cancer
program, please visit cancer.osu.edu or
follow us in social media:
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